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OARD OF TRUSTEES, reading from left
to right, seated: Mrs. W. S. Pollock and
Mrs. Edwin D. King, Anniston; Mrs. W. M.
Beck, Fort Payne; Miss Mildred Parnell,
Anniston; Mrs. T. M. Callaway, Jr., Atlanta; Mrs. A. C. Michaels, Gadsden;
standing: Col. H. M. Ayers, Anniston; Col.
C. W. Daugette, Jr., Dr. Ike J. Browder,
and Mr. Frank J. Martin, Gadsden; Mr.
Rudy A. Kemp, Anniston; Dr. Houston
Cole, Jacksonville; Mr. Eugene L. Turner,
Jr. and Lieut. Gen. Edward M. Almond,
Anniston; Mr. Maurice M. Hoffman, Gadsden; and Dr. James H. Jones, Jacksonville.
Trustees not shown in the picture are:
Dr. William J. Calvert, Jr. , Jacksonville;
Mr. Lee Freibaum, Anniston; Mr. Roy D.
Hickman, Birmingham; Mrs. Luther B.
Liles, Anniston; Mrs. S. E. Neill, Margerum, Route 1, Cherokee, President of
The Alabama Federation of Women's Clubs;
Mr. Robert D. Reich, Gadsden; and Mrs.
C. R. Shepherd, Attalla.

of March 5, 1956
-

NTERNAHONAL ENDOWMENT fo~NDAnON,

INC.,

founded on February 4, 1953, has as its purpose the
promotion of the work of the International House
Program.
The officers of the Board of Trustees of the International
Endowment Foundation, shown in the picture below, are: Mr.
Maurice M. Hoffman, P. 0, Box 94, Gadsden, Alabama, Vice
Chairman and, as Chairman of the Committee on Administration, acting Coordinator of the Committees of the Trustees;
Mrs. W. M. Beck, 207 First Street, Fort Payne, Alabama, Secretary; Mr. Rudy A. Kemp, P. 0. Box 750, Anniston, Alabama,
Chairman of the Board; Lieut. Gen. Edward M. Almond, 50
Sunset Drive, Anniston, Alabama, Vice-Chairman; Col. C. W.
Daugette, Jr., P. 0. Drawer 010, Gadsden, Alabama, Treasurer; and Mr. Frank J. Martin, American National Bank
Building, Gadsden, Alabama, Chaplain. Col. Harry 1:f · Ayer~,
Publisher of The Anniston Star, not shown in the picture, 1s
Chairman Emeritus.

Cr

he Committe~ of the 'frmltts, with th,fr ChaITmen, " '
~nistration, Mr. Maunce M. Hoffman, P. 0. Box 94, Gadsden, Alabama, acting as Coordinator of all _the Committees;
Admissions, Dr. Houston Cole, President of State Teachers
College, Jacksonville, Alabama; Buildings, Mrs. A. C. Michaels,
113 Mountairy Circle, Gadsden, Alabama; By-Laws, Mr. Frank
J. Martin, American National Bank Building, GadsC:an, Alabama; Finance, Mr. Eugene L. Turner, Jr., P. 0. Box 1161,
Anniston, Alabama; Fund Raising, Col. Harry M. Ayers, Publisher, The Anniston Star, Anniston, Alabama; Health and
Hospital Insurance, Lieut. Gen. Edward M. Almond, 50 Sunset
Drive, Anniston, Alabama; Membership, Col. C. W. Daugette,
Jr., P. 0. Drawer 910, Gadsden, Alabama; Memorials, -~rs.
Edwin D. King, Sunset Drive, Anniston, Alabama; Publicity,
Mrs. W. M. Beck, 207 First Street, Fort Payne, Alabama;
Tenth Anniversary Celebration, Dr. James H. Jones, P. 0 . Box
8, Jacksonville, Alabama.
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is to train and prepare young
from this and ther countries for leadership, i the
interest of wo ld brotherhood I nd peace, based on
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Students of 1954-1955 International House Program in
Colorful Native Costume-12 Countries, 9 languages.
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v4nd tlte Plan . . .
ilcording to the plan of the Program, young
1 ~eople in their formative years are selected
with care for membership in the Program.
While the training of the International House
Program students is intensive and perhaps somewhat
exacting, every effort is made to see that their sojourn
here is happy and profitable.
One, among other unusual experiences of mem hers
of the Program, is illustrated in the picture at left:
Congressman Kenneth A. Roberts from Alabama personally conducted the two young Europeans, shown
in the picture, on a tour of the National Capitol while
they were in Washington en route to International
House at Jacksonville; had them as his guests for
lunch; and introduced them . to Senator Alexander
Wiley of Wisconsin, Chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee and Delegate to the United Nations,
who is in the picture with Congressman Roberts and
the girls.
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MISS PAULINE FREDERICK,
news reporter and commentator for
the American Broadcasting Company,
at right talking to students of Program during one of her visits here,
had said to millions of her radio audience from the ABC Studios in New
York that "The people of Alabama
have, I think, discovered the true
foundation of the answer to peace ...
What the diplomats at the United
Nations need to do is to establish a
'laboratory of human relations' at
Lake Success such as I found yesterday in Jacksonville, Alabama."

8-ollowing the plan of the Program, American and foreign students live, work and play
together in an effort to better understand one
another.

Members of 1951-1952 International House Program
Greeted by the President of the College.

Betty Morgan, now Mrs. Robert Miller, Student Chairman of
1950-1951 International House Program, explains "Homecoming" to her new friends from abroad. Betty and Dot Boyd did
much for the entertainment of our students, after they went
to River View as teachers.

American and foreign students
room together, two to a room, in
the collge dormitories. In the picture at left is the room of an
American student and her Swiss
roommate dressed in her attractive
native costume.
To acquaint their new American
friends with some of their interesting customs, the foreign students
usually bring costumes, typical of
their respective countries, that are
worn for certain national celebratfons.
The picture at left, above, iSI of the members of the 1953-1954 International House Program, representing nine countries, including the
United States, and four continents. The cook, dressed in white, affectionately known to the students as Helen, has been with the Program
since its beginning in September of 1946. The students claim that she, who seems to find much happiness in spoiling them, can cook in all
the languages. The picture at right, above, is of the 1952-1953 International House Program students from abroad, in colorful native costume, representing ten countries.

£,earning 1renelt While 8njo11inp a t)elicio11s ),teal and e11ltivatinp
Jvew and £,astinp 1riendsltips
The American students and their foreign friends of the Program have eleven
meals a week in the college cafeteria
where English is the common language,
and ten meals a week in the French and
Spanish dining rooms of International
House where French and Spanish are
spoken. The picture at right, taken in
the French dining room, reveals a pleasant surprise.
Each month there is a celebration for
those who have had birthdays during
that month. Those wearing the funny
little hats are some whose birthdays are
being celebrated. In addition to enjoying a delicious meal with homemade
cake decorated with candles, the students sing and d;mce and have a "jolly"
good time.
The nationalities appearing in the picture are: American, Belgian, German,
Cuban, Canadian, Thai, Dutch, Venezuelan (twins) , and French. Can you
identify them? Which are the four
Americans?

Some Americans and a Siamese Learning French

The students from other countries enjoy the same
opportunities and privileges of the other students of
the College, they follow a full course of study, and
are usually in the upper level of their classes. The
American students invite them into their homes, help
them with their English, and the two groups are soon
close friends. The foreign students are quite happy
in their new surroundings, and the reports from them
after they return to their countries, and from others
in their countries about them, have been most gratifying.
In their turn, the foreign students devote an hour
a day five days a week, each, in helping small groups

Learning Spanish: Americans, a Dutchman and a Belgian

of four or five of their fellow students of International
House Program to learn spoken and written French
and Spanish. The American students have likewise
taken advantage of their opportunities. There are
those who speak both French and Spanish fluently
and without foreign accent. These young people are
proud of their achievements. Some have been awarded fellowships to continue their study of languages
in institutions of higher learning. All of them find
genuine pleasure in being able to speak another
language and, at the same time, they acquire a
wholesome attitude toward people of other countries.

Greetings From Former Native French Member of Program
''.A year ago I was sending best wishes to France; I now address my thoughts to the States.
While the days do not resemble each other, the difference is not so great-France and the
United States-almost the same feeling they inspire in me. My greatest wish is that those two
names remain linked in the world as they are in my heart."

Observations About the International House Program
Brigadier General Charles E. Saltzman, Retired, member of General Mark Clark's staff
World War II, former Assistant Secretary of State in Washington: "In a brief visit several
ago to the International House at Jacksonville State College in Alabama, I was impressed
effective work being done there in the cultivation of friendship and understanding among
and American students."

during
months
by the
foreign

Mr. John Temple Graves, distinguished newspaper columnist and lecturer, observed that "France
is democracy's eternal Eve, intuitive, emotional, irrationally appealing, not to be judged or dealt with
in such manner or ideal as one would treat with England . . . of France you can know truly only
through experience, such as Jacksonville is creating."

A Cuban Christmas Dinner
Our Cuban girls, Noemi Ballart and ·Raquel
Nodal, prepared and served for their fellow
members of the International House Program a
typical Cuban Christmas dinner. Dressed in
native costume for the occasion, they are showing two fellow members of the Program, Betty
Wallace and Tommy Watson (See page 19 for
information about Tommy.), how such a dinner
is served.
Noemi, affectionately known as "Mimi", who
is married to Johnny Churchill, an officer in the
U. S. Anny, whom she met as a member of the
Program, was one of the most beloved young
people on the campus, seldom ever seen without her winning smile. Mimi was adopted each
year during her four years here by the Jacksonville Progressive Study Club.
Raquel, a superior young person, with a
wholesome influence in the Program, is the
daughter of a prominent Cuban minister of the
Methodist Church, who gave up a lucrative
business as an industrialist to become a minister.
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Above are Belgian, Canadian and Cuban
students of International House Program with
Miss May Kyser, president of the Alabama Federation of Women's Clubs at the time the picture
was made, and Mrs. Frank R. Stewart. Students
of the Program had appeared on the program at
the State Convention, luncheon meeting, of the
Federation in Huntsville.

Dr. Ryckmans in picture above, sitting by his
daughter, Claire, who was student in the Program,
was formerly Governer General of the Belgian Congo,
and has been, since the beginning of the UNO in
San Francisco, Belgian delegate to the Trusteeship
Council and the General Assembly of this O1ganization. Other students in picture are from Colombia,
Cuba, Switzerland, Canada and France.
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Young French representative (left) of International House Program is recipient of accolade, a la francaise, by her fellow member of
Program from Venezuela who, on behalf of the students of the
Program, had just pinned on her a beautiful corsage.

Federation Endorses Program
Above are Cuban, Canadian, Belgian, French
and American students listening to a story about
Brazil by a Brazilian officer, in training in the
Chemical School at near-by Fort McClellan,
who came to International House for a visit.
Above, at right, is the staff of International
Voice, the editor seated at desk and his associate
editors examining copy of their first edition.
Through International Voice, which is sent to
former students of International House Program,
the former members are able to keep in touch
witli one another and to keep up with the news
at International House.
At right is the picture of the executive officers of the local chapter of Alpha Mu Gamma,
national honorary language society, which encourages the study of languages and fosters a
sympathetic understanding of the people of other
countries.

Group of International Students Discussing Problem
of Mutual Interest, which is sometimes done as a Program for a Club.

In the picture at left, below, Claire shows her
happiness as she greets her distinguished father
who had just arrived from New York for a visit.
Dr. Ryckmans wrote in the Guest Book: "Visiting my daughter who is a foreign student at
International House. And going home happy to
report about what I saw here."
Below, refreshments are served, in French
Dining Room of International House, to members of a local club and to International students,
after the meeting of the club which was held in
International House.
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The pictures above were made at a luncheon meeting of the
Second District of the Alabama Federation of Women's Clubs, on
which occasion the International students appeared on program.
The young lady from France had been selected by the Federation to
be its representative for the year in International House.
The Federation has endorsed International House Program and
was raising money for International Endowment Foundation to be
earmarked for an endowed scholarship named for the Federation.
For this reason, the young French representative of the Federation
accompanied Mrs. Beck, the state president, on her visit to each of
six district meetings.
The young men in the pictures, Cuban and Belgian, are student
Co-Chairmen of the Program. They are the leaders of the International students and, as far as possible, they plan for and direct
the several activities of International House Program.
Since the exigency of the times demands young men and
women prepared and equipped with the will to lead their fellowmen
toward a world brotherhood, the International House Program students are selected with this capacity for leadership and devotion in
mind. Character and leadership, as well as scholarship, are sought
in choosing these young people, with emphasis on character and
leadership.

After a program presented by the International students before the student body of the Gunters-1
ville High School, the Guntersville (Alabama) Gleam wrote editorially that "Their visit accomplished
something in building good will between their country and those who heard them that no amount
of reading and talking could have done."
--l

Swiss D~nce, S'trompt am Babeli, by Venezuelan, German,
three Amencan and Cuban students. The Belgian at piano
is accompanist.

Mexican Hat Dance, La Raspa, by Venezuelan, Belgian,
Cuban and American. They are practising in International
House for a program,

At left above Cuban American and Belgian leaving International House for a stroll on the campus. At right, above, with students are
three distinguish~d guests for lunch in International House, Messrs. H. M. Ayers, Marvin Hawkins, and William Hodo, members of the
Alabama State Board of Education.

Z"o 111rtlter tlte Cause of Retter Understanding

On Program at Annual Convention of Z"ltc Ala/Jama 1ederation of Women's e/11/Js
International House Program students have appeared on program
at four annual conventions of The Alabama Federation of Women's
Clubs. The picture above, at left, is of the 1953-1954 group, in the
living room of International House, learning folk songs for a program.
The picture above, at right, is of students from abroad of this same
group, in native costume. At left below, is a picture, taken at the
Annual Convention, of the presentation of a Certificate of Honorary
Membership in the International House Program to The Alabama

Since the young students who come to International House each year are made
to realize that they are ambassadors of good will, they are cooperative in extensive
activities outside the College. For, in pursuance of the primary purpose of its existence,
the International House Program not only has concentrated on helping people to understand each other and get along happily together in a give-and-take consideration,
one for the other in everyday living, but also has reached out vigorously and with
growing success in its presentation of programs, including talks, discussions and native
songs and dances which give something of the ideals, customs, and manner of living of
the different countries represented. The International students appear on program,
before civic and social clubs and in schools and churches throughout this section of
the state.
The interest and appreciation aroused have resulted in great benefit to the International House Program. Whereas we began with two rooms, in Bibb Graves Hall,
converted from class rooms to kitchen and dining room, the project was granted the
secorid year a small residence nearby which was appropriately transformed into "La
Maison Francaise". And the following year, as a result of growing interest in the
undertaking, as well as tremendous persevering effort, contributions by individuals and
organizations in the surrounding area made possible the construction of a modest but
attractive International House, beautifully and ideally equipped, which is indeed a
miniature human relations laboratory.
This building is a dream come true in that the united altruistic purpose of those
who made it possible challenges constantly all who operate it, from the servants in the
kitchen to the director of the Program and the president of the College, to strive unceasingly to attain the ideal for which it was given. The students come to love,
respect and zealously strive for the best in all that is associated with it. It is the
center of their international activities--conversation, study, eating, singing, dancing,
playing and planning together. Outsiders are welcome at all times and pride is taken
in showing them around and introducing them to their international life.

"In these times of challenge, when the way of life and the way
of the integrity of the individual face their supreme test, I cannot
begin to tell you how fortunate and proud we of the International
House Program are to be a part oP an organization which gives the
basic ideals of understanding: faith in fellow man, inspiring faith in
God Almighty, and loyalty to the cause of humanity. For I believe
that, if we, the youth of this world, have these ideals, then the
running start which we obtain in this International House will serve
as a firm foundation which will guide us in the confused issues of
the present day and the tougher ones ahead.
"I am sure that many of you wonder, and are concerned about,
how we young people of so many different countries, and of such
radically different customs, cooperate and work together toward a
common goal of promoting world understanding and neighborliness
. . . we find it easy to understand and love a person when we know
the things that motivate his actions.
"The International House Program has been properly described as
a 'Laboratory of human relations'. It is truly that, for it is here that
we work, we play, we study, all the while keeping our vision strong,
and striving with our whole mind, body and soul, toward true neighborliness and world understanding."

Cuban and American, rehearsing in
International House for a program,
dance the samba.

Week-end Invitations

Cruising on the Tennessee River.
Some of the International students in
rear of yacht with the owner.

Federation of Women's Clubs and its President, Mrs. W. M. Beck.
The students in the picture are: Jacques Corman, of Belgium, Student
Co-Chairman of the International House Program; Odile Sawicka, of
France, the first Federation scholarship girl in the International House
Program; and William Jackson, one of the student speakers on the
program presented by the group. Quotations from William's speech
follow:

During the year the International House Program students
appear on program before hundreds of people and are frequently invited back for a visit by newly made friends.
Several times a year the students are invited for a weekend of entertainment, after presenting a program. The River
View PTA has had them over-night the past several years and
introduced them to a typical southern fishfry on the river.
Shades Valley High School French Club members have entertained them, in their homes, with parties, the past few
years.
Mu Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma, of Decatur, had the
students for a week-end and provided the following entertainment: visit to the TV A project at Wheeler Dam, yachting on
the Tennessee River (at left), and a concert by the Metropolitan Opera Star, Rise Stevens (right).
The Decatur Daily wrote of their visit: The Delta Kappa
Gamma "made it possible for the 'Ambassadors of Good Will'
to carry away with them a stock of 'ammunition' that will help
to fight a friendly war and win a permanent world peace."

Rise Stevens, after
concert, autographs program.; for International
students.

Seen below is presentation, on behalf of The Alabama
Federation of Women's Clubs, of substantial contribution, by Mrs. W. M. Beck, President of the Federation,
to the International Endowment Foundation, Inc.,
sponsoring organization of the International House Program, after program presented by the International
students for the Federation at its Sixtieth Annual Convention, on the campus of Jacksonville (Ala.) State Teachers
College, April 28-30, 1955. At Mrs. Beck's right is Mrs.
Theodore S. Chapman, president of The General Federation of Women's Clubs, guest speaker of the Convention.

MRS. BECK, President of The Federation, wrote of this program
consisting of three short speeches by students and folk songs and
folk dances of countries represented, as follows:
"The International students were marvelous! I hope you noticed
the audience reaction all the time they were performing. I would
like to congratulate the students on their personal appearance. You
could easily note that they were outstanding students from their
respective countries. I don't believe I have ever heard a finer talk than
was made by the young American, I believe his name was William
Jackson."

•

The Book Lover's Club of Anniston was the first club
whose contribution was sufficient to give it Life Voting
Membership in the Foundation. Mrs. John F. Bigger is
shown presenting the check to student officers of International House Program.
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In French Dining Room on the afternoon of October
23, 1955, shortly before several hundred guests began
to arrive to meet students, formally presented for first
time, at reception in celebration of Tenth Academic
Year of operation of International House Program and
Tenth Anniversary of UN0-14 countries, 5 continents,
9 languages.

Nicole Noel (center), of Rabat, Morocco, selected by
The Alabama Federation of Women's Clubs for second
consecutive year as its scholarship girl in International
House Program, stands between Mrs. W. M. Beck, Past
President, and Mrs. Carl Strang, President of The Federation. The picture was taken in the Memorial Room of
International House on October 23, 1955. Read Nicole's
speech below.

eltristmas Around "Cite World
Shortly betorc Christmas of 1955, the students gave a program, "Christmas Around the World", for the Birmingham Ministers' Association.
!he group told about Christmas in their countries and sang Christmas Carols. "Silent Night" was sung in German, French, Spanish,
Korean, and English. Dr. J. Ernest Somerville, Program Chairman of the Association and Pastor of the Central Park Presbyterian Church
of Birmingham, who was born and educated in Scotland, wrote of t i1e program:
"The program which your International House students presented
at the meeting of the Birmingham Ministers' Association a week ago
Monday was, without doubt, the finest we have had in many a long
day. Ministers, as you may know, are not the easiest people in the
world to provide a program for and, in seven years, I have never
seen that group so enthusiastic.
"I do feel that the International House Program is not only a

fine experience for some particular students, who arc privileged to
share in it directly, but is also of great significance in the life of the
state and the nation. Not having been born in the United States, I
do realize how important it is for us to know other peoples, how
they live and how they think. Surely those students will return to
their own lands bearing the finest kind of propaganda-a word which
need not be used in the degenerate sense of recent years . . . I wish
both you and it continued and ever growing success."

Quotation From Nicole Noel's Speech On Brotherhood Given at:
The Birmingham l-.finisters' Association meeting; the Annual Conference of District 238 of Rotary International; and the State Convention
of The Alabama Federation of Women's Clubs in Mobile:
"By BROTHERHOOD we do not mean an abstract theory of
"Many of us complain about the misfortunes of our world; let us
good fellowship. We mean a dynamic living force that will work
consider that each one of us has a real, meaningful and serious duty,
actively to bring people of all nationalities, races, religions together
that is to secure lwlp to cure the sicknesses of the world . . . but
in real participation for a better world . . . It can be done . . .
how? ... the answer has been given by leaders of free men everyWe must work for it, contribute to it, and have faith in it . . .
where: That is BROTHERHOOD.
"It is being done in a little town, Jacksonville, Alabama, in a
well known college where I came to spend my second year as a
member of the International House Program. Our daily life is a
BROTHERHOOD life: we share everything, we act, we work for
a common purpose, in a perpetually growing community where each
one of us feels the responsibility to build his brother's happiness."
At left, "Senoritas" Maria-Nieves Franques, Spain, and
Aida Ferrarone, Peru, rehearsing a Spanish dance, "La
Novia De Espana'', for programs.
Below, students making plans for program for District
238 of Rotary and for The Alabama Federation of
Women's Clubs. Louise Stanton, left, on floor, Chairman
of Advisory and Programs Committee, and very active
in working with the group, has charge here.

Celebrating After Decorating Christmas Tree
International Students Decorating Their Christmas Tree

A Merry Christmas Season
The program, "Christmas Around the World",
by the International House Program students
( see opposite page) was recorded on film and
presented over TV Station WBRC, Channel 6,
on Christmas Day 1955 at 1 :30 p.m.

At right is a picture of the entire
1953-1954 International House Program group singing Christmas
Carols just after a delicious Christmas dinner and prior to the distribution of the gifts around the tree.

The International students erected their tree and
began enjoying the Christmas Season ten days or two
weeks prior to their departure for the Christmas holidays. In the picture above, some of the students are
celebrating, with music and dancing, the completion
of decorating the tree. The young ladies, American
and Cuban, are interpreting a Spanish Dance.

Florida Rotarians Entertain Our Students

Leaving' International House For
Christmas In Florida

Christmas Vacation in Florida
For several years groups of International House Program students have been
guests of the Rotary Clubs of Tampa, Sarasota, and St. Augustine during their
two weeks Christmas vacation. This began when Mr. J. C. Hughey, prominent
Rotarian of Tampa, conceived the idea of such entertainment for these young
ambassadors of good will as an effective means of promoting better international
understanding, and, with the assistance of Messrs. C. W. Colliver and Leroy
Fenne of Sarasota and other Rotarians of both Tampa and Sarasota, these young
people have been elaborately entertained.
The Rotary Club of St. Augustine has been equally generous in seeing that
these International students have a happy visit in America's "oldest city".
The students usually appear on program for the Rotary Clubs of Tampa,
Sarasota, Ybor City, Bradenton, and St. Augustine and are always well received.
Shown in the pictures below, left to right, are Mr. Hughey with four students;
Mr. Colliver with two students; Mr. and Mrs. Fenne with friends and two students in Mr. Fenne's yacht; and Mr. Ernest C. Finch of the St. Augustine Rotary
Club with two students on the old Fort.

The picture above shows presentation, by Mohammed Boutaleb and others of International group, of
Certificate of Honorary Membership in International
House Program to Mr. J. C. Hughey of the Tampa
Rotary Club.
•
Below, from left to right, a group spending Christmas
Day in private home in Sarasota; next, the group just
after a very pleasant experience in Mr. Fenne's yacht
on the Gulf; and the third shows members enjoying a
beautiful scene in Sarasota.
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Each year the International House Program students, who spend their
Christmas . vac;ation as guests of Rotary Clubs in Florida, give a good
account of themselves. The following is from a letter by Mr. J. Varnell Tate,
Chairman of the Committee of the Sarasota Rotary Club in charge of the
students during one of their two weeks in Florida:
"Well, we have just experienced a most interesting week with your
International House students. It is our hope that they enjoyed Sarasota
and us as much as we did them. As usual, it has proven a most rewarding experience.
"Each and everyone . . . are fine, young people, alert, cager to learn
and every inch ladies and gentlemen. I am sure that they will prove an
asset to their respective countries.
"Their program at our \Vcdnesday meeting was very interesting and
exceptionally well received by our Club. ~lohammed proved to be a
~orceful and earnest speaker, and conducted the Students Program pleasmgly well. Our members always look forward to this annual visit by
your students.
"You will note that the press showed considerable interest in them.
"It has been a distinct pleasure to assist in this program, and it is hoped
that our activities will in some small degree create better and more cordial
international understanding."

The Sarasota Rotary Club has adopted this as an annual project and it is planned for our students to spend Christmas week there.

Report prepared for the Sarasota Rotary Club by its committee appointed to look after the
entertainment of a group of International House Program students during their stay in Sarasota:
"From expressions received from those of our members who were fortunate enough to meet and escort these young people during their stay among us, together from our own observations and conversations with them, we feel that something well worthwhile has been accomplished thru their visit,
and which, it is hoped, will further promote a mutual understanding, thru these representatives, between our people and the people of their respective countries."

Know One Another And You Will
Love One Another
Exchange of students is intended to promote better international relations.
But to make sure that such relations will develop, conditions for its cultivation
must be provided. It is no more logical to transport a "tropical" student to a
"temperate zone" and expect him to profit by this drastic change, without
special attention, than to transport a tropical fruit to a temperate zone and leave
it to fend for itself.
International House Program proclaims in its motto, "Know One Another And
You Will Love One Another," and practices this motto in everyday living. Here
conditions are provided for students from different countries to become well acquainted. Here they learn to love and respect each other and each other's
country. A former student in writing recently of her sister, member of last
year's Program, expresses it thus:
"Francine has readjusted herself quite well to European life. Her sojourn
at Jacksonville has helJ?ed her a great deal. It has broadened her outlook and she
better understands your country which she admires and boasts of to all her friends.
She is a member of a small group of students which meets every week at the
University to talk about the American personality, to discuss the problems of your
country and to speak English.
"In this group there are other students who have gone to America but not one
of them has kept such a happy memory as we. For them there was no International House, a seconu "home" where they could get to know young people
in surroundings so like a' family. Not one among them had a trip to Florida and
numerous invitations from very intelligent and kind people. In a word, we were
spoiled and it is now, far from you, that we better appreciate your thoughtful
planning for foreign students."

Group of International Students Offered
Gifts at Christmas Party Given in Their
Honor by a Woman's Organization.

The Rotarian Carries Story About
International House Program To 89
Countries And Geographical Regions
Four distinguished Rotarians, guests in International House, in picture
at left, tram left to right, are: Mr. Roy D. Hickman, of Birmingham,
Director of Rotary Intetnational; ~fr. Karl K. Krueger, of Chicago, Editor
of The Rotarian, oHicial magazine of Rotary International which has clubs
in 89 countries and geographical regions of the world; Col. Harry M. Ayers,
Past Governor of District 238 of Rotary International, Publisher of The
Anniston (Ala.) Star, and loyal supporter of the International House Program; and Mr. Eugene L. Turner, Jr., member of the Anniston Rotary
Club and President of th•~ International Endowment Foundation when this
picture was ·made.
Mr. Krueger, who was here to see the International House Program first
hand and to get information for a story about it for the September 1954
edition of The Rotarian, wrote, on April 19, 1954, of his visit as follows:
"Dear Everybody at the International House:
"Thank you all so much . . . for the warm welcome you accorded
me . . .
"While I stepped into your friendly midst as one 'rocky' from long
pu,shing on the pedal, I found myself sharp enough to see that here was
a truly keen, handsome, and, withal, warm-hearted group of tomorrow's
leaders on many a continent. And do not think for a moment that I missed
the overall view; which is that in your International House you have a
unique and splendid little institution which ought to be known about, and
probably emulated, on campus after campus in many countries. And you
know that this Magazine is going to make the story known.
"Warm greetings to you all."
The attractive picture of International House Program students, at left, is
one of those used by Mr. Krueger for his illustrated story in the September,
1954, edition of The Rotarian.

-
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District 238 Of Rotary Adopts International House Program As Special Project
In Celebration Of The Golden Anniversary Of Rotary International

n

cYn the picture above are two distinguished guests of the
International students and the Trustees of the International
Endowment Foundation, sponsoring organization of the International House Program, for dinner on the evening of September 23, 1954. These gentlemen, who are looking at the
Guest Book with an American student and our young lady from
Greece, are, at right, Mr. Leon Archer, Governor of District
238 of Rotary, and Mr. Alfred Gaut, at left, who was Mr.
Archer's Committee Chairman to find a special project for
District 238 to sponsor in celebrating the Golden Anniversary
of Rotary International.
Seen below is presentation of substantial contribution by
Mr. Ernest Stewart, President of LaFayette (Ala.) Rotary Club,
at Ladies Night meeting, after program by International students, to Benjamin Nodal, Student Co-chairman of International
House Program.

At the 1955 Annual Conference, in Gadsden, a resolution
wa5 passed by District 238 to adopt the International House
Program and its sponsoring organization, International Endowment Foundation, as its special Rotary International Golden
Anniversary project.
In the picture above, at right, is the first young person,
Mohammed Boutaleb, of Fes, Morocco, selected by District 238
to be its International student representative in the International House Program. Mohammed was officially presented
by Col. H. M. Ayers (right), Past Governor of District 238 and
Chairman Emeritus ot the International Endowment Foundation, and was accepted by Mr. Archer (left), on behalf of
District 238 of Rotary. The ceremony took place in International House, on the afternoon of October 23, 1955, at a tea
in celebration of the Tenth Academic Year of operation of the
International House Program.

International Students Participate In
Celebrating Golden Anniversary
Of Rotary International

Mohammed Boutaleb of Morocco, at right, above, was the
first International stuJcnt selected by District 238 of Rotary
to be its student representative in the International House
Program. At the invitation of District 238 Governor J. C.
Duckworth, our students were on program for the Ladies
Night Banquet Session, at the Annual Conference of District
238, on March 12, 1956, and Mohammed was the principal
speaker.
Mr. Donald R. Norland, Vice Consul of the U. S. A., in
Rabat, Morocco, who recommended Mohammed and Nicole
oel (below, right) for us, wrote of their stay with us as
follows:
"Thank you again for the good care you have taken of these
people. The ripples of your work in Jacksonville are indeed
being felt in the community of Rabat," ...

Below, at left, Helen Smith, President of Tau Chapter of Alpha Mu Gamma, national honorary language society, offers Mr. Rudy A.
Kemp, Chairman of the Trustees of International Endowment Foundation, a check, the amount of which is sufficient to give this chapter
Voting Membership in the Foundation. With Helen are Dorothy Cole, Secretary; Tommy Boyd, Treasurer; and William Jackson, VicePresident of Tau Chapter. Helen Smith also has served admirably well as Editor of THE INTERNATIONAL VOICE.
Below, at right, is the 1955-1956 group of International House Pr~gram-14 countries, 5 continents, 9 languages.

Stitayai Sirisinha (below, right), called "Steve" by his friends,
enjoying a visit by a compatriot, a Major, at International
House. Steve's father, the first American trained dentist in
Thailand and the Royal Dentist for his king, has written of
his son's stay with us as follows:
"I am so glad that my son has developed into a fine young
man and doing everything . . . for better understanding of
his friends there. I think his associations with people of different nationalities has made him what he is now . . . I am
sure that he will always cherish the memories of his . . .
friends and will carry on the good deeds which he has had at
the International House."

Part Of Speech On Brotherhood By Claire
Prunet (above) On Several Occasions
In Florida And In Alabama
11

In celebration of the Fiftieth Anniversary of Rotary International, the Huntsville (Ala.) Rotary Club invited our
International students to be on program at its Ladies Night
meeting on the evening of February 23, 1955, a banquet
session at 6:30 o'clock. The Chairman of the International
Service of this club, Col. John 0. Lawrence wrote, later, of our
students and program:
"Surely you observed the interest of those in the ballroom.
. . . The thoughts that gave birth to the ideas expressed
show considerable study and concern with respect to World
Fellowship . . .The stature and sincerity of these young people
were especially noticeable, and I can say without fear of challenge that all of us were made to consider more sincerely
. We all considered it a great
this great problem .
privilege to have had you as our guest speakers on a subject
which is very close to the heart of A. Z. Baker, President of
Rotary International."

Above, Sergio Lerda-Olberg, Italy, Miguel Valdes, Cuba, Claire Prunet,
France, and Mohammed Boutaleb, Morocco, practicing for a program.
Sergio did wonderfully well as Master of Ceremonies for the program
presented by the students at the banquet session of The Alabama Federation of Women's Clubs in Mobile.
At left, our 17-year old Jacques Hermia, Belgium, appointed leader of the
group; Nieves Franques, Spain; Miguel Valdes, Cuba; and Claire Prunet,
France; guests of Florida Rotary Clubs during 1955 Christmas vacation.

11

"There is but one road to peace and that is the road of human understanding and tcllowfeeling. However hard and long this road may be and
is, that is the road we must all take . . .
"The improving of relations between all the nations of the world is the
aim and purpose of the INTER ATIO AL HOUSE PROGRAM at Jacksonville State Teachers College. As you may know our motto is: "Know one
another and you will love one another." Every day we are working for World
Brotherhood and cooperating to make a new and better world. Thus we try
to solve the problem of misunderstanding among the nations of the world.
Working and playing together, sharing our joys and sorrows alike, thereby
we learn to know, to understand, and love one another and we arrive at
mutual understanding."
Below, at left, 1954-1955 International House Program group - 12 countries, 5 continents, and 9 languages.
Below, at right, William Jackson, Student President of International House Program (1955-1956), and Joyce Collins (right), graduating
senior~, are recipients of prizes awarded by the Government of the Republic of France for their interest and achievement in the study of
French. Nicole Noel (left), native French, whose father is director of Diplomatic Service and foreign relations for the French Government
in Morocco, presents the awards on behalf of her Government.
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World Day Of Prayer for Students - Sunday, February 21, 1954
Our International students, seen in the pictures above, had charge of the Sunday morning service at Parker Memorial Baptist Church, of
Anniston, Alabama, before some twelve hundred members of the congregation. Others seen in the picture, at right, are trustees and Dr.
B. Locke Davis, Pastor. The students sang hymns in French, Spanish and English, gave short talks on appropriate subjects, and offered
prayers in the languages represented. Our Pierre Perron of Canada, at lett in center row of picture at right, was organist and director of music
and did a fine job. Jacques Connan of Belgium, in International House Program three years and, Student Chairman at this time, seen in last
row at right, in front of the cross, presided and made the following introductory remarks:
"This week we arc observing Brotherhood Week. I am happy to
be able to tell you that, as for us of the International House Program,
every week is Brotherhood Week. For the primary purpose and
objective , : the International House Program are to work for
World Brotherhood, in the intere5t of an enduring peace, by training
and preparing young potential leaders from this and other countries
for spiritual, intellectual, and professional leadership and statesmanship.
"With such aims, changes in the way of thinking of the members
lead to a better understanding of people as individuals and of their

customs as a way of life. For instance, before I left Belgium, my
native country, I could not possibly imagine how Americans could
live together in a place where there are so many different religious
denominations. At home, most of the people are Catholic and, as
good Catholics, they do not associate with Protestant people because
they don't go to the same church. This may seem very childish to
you Americans because you know and understand that you worship
the same Almighty God and you do it the way that you think is
best. People over here are compelled to take such a broadminded
attitude because it would be impossible to live happily together if
Baptists spoke only to Baptists, etc . . . .

"Since I have lived here, I learned to think the way you do, which is the best if we
want to respect our principles of freedom of worship.
"\,Vith such aims and purposes, the International House Program is solving, on a small
scale, the problem of misunderstanding between the Nations. Pertaining to this problem, Mr. Charles Malik, delegate from Lebanon to the United Nations, one of the
drafters of the United Nations Bill of Rights, and one of the leaders of his country's
struggle for independence, wrote in The Rotarian that 'The problem of this age is how
to reestablish the authority and dignity of the great truth without which history is
nonsense: I mean, the essential freedom of man, the power of his reason, the fact that he
cannot really live without God, his absolute thirst after truth ... The future belongs to
the country and the people, firmly grounded in these matters, seeking understanding in
goodwill, humble before others . . . is able to call forth from. its own inner spiritual
resources sufficient strength and vision with which to embrace the whole world, in love
and in truth.'

Above, left to right, The Honorable James B.
Allen, Lieutenant Governor of Alabama; Miss
Dorothy Thompson, distinguished newspaper
columnist and lecturer; and Dr. Houston Cole,
President of the College. Miss Thompson had
lunch with the students in International House.

"These very conditions outlined by Mr. Malik arc the same as the purposes and aims
oi the International Home Program."

Dr. B. Locke Davis, Pastor of the church, wrote: "That occasion gave
to our people an opportunity to see at first hand something of the purpose
and value of the International House Program. We all felt that the program
itself was a demonstration of the spirit, fellowship and cooperation needed
on a larger scale to make our world a brotherhood."

International House Program group of 1949-1950.

1951-1952 International House Program group.

Above, our International twins, Yvonne and Rolanda Goetze,
preparing very attractive Easter eggs to help decorate International House like they do at home in Venezuela.

TIIE TWINS, whose mother is native French and father
German and a university professor and author, were born in
Spain and taken to Venezuela at the age of two.
One day, on the campus, soon after the arrival of the twins,
the janitor stopped the director of International House, whom
he addresses as "Doc", and his line of questions went something like this:
Janitor: Doc, I hears you have twins in the International
House.
Doc: Yes, Jim, that's true.
Janitor: Well, Doc, tell me something, can you tell 'em
apart?
Doc: Yes, I've learned to tell them apart.
Janitor: Well, well! Tell me, does they have the same
name?
Doc: They have the same last name.
Janitor: (Apparently somewhat perplexed and eagerly
searching for another question, he came out with this, although
he had already asked if we had twins at International House):
Well, Doc, I wants to ask you one more question, is they
sisters?
After four years and gr:iduation, the twins are now happily
married, Yvonne to Dan Traylor, a former American member
of the International House Program, and Rolanda to a young
doctor in Venezuela.

Above, float, representing Island of Cuba, made by International students for Homecoming in October 1952, won first
prize. Driving the float, in the parade, is William B. Jones,
member of the Program (1949-1953). See further information
on page 19.

The three scenes at
right are:
International students
with group of their new
friends, the day of their
arrival, out on lake to get
acquainted and swim and
have picnic supper.
The other two scenes
are of a group of International House Program
students on their first visit
to a cotton field and a
cotton gin.

Our International student from France, at left below, whose father, a French officer, was decorated by The American Legion in France,
was given transportation to the United States by the Paris Post No. l of The American Legion. Left to right, Mr. Leroy Shaw, Executive
Secretary; Mr. Carl J. Batter, Commander; the student, Claire Prunet; and Vice Commander Louis Dondi handing her the ticket. A little
party was given in The American Legion Hall for Claire and her parents and our Spanish girl and her parents.
Below, at right, Claire, Nieves Franques of Spain, and Jacques Hermia of Belgium are greeted at the ship and are guests of The Jane A.
Delano Post of The American Legion for two days of sightseeing in New York. Mrs. Clara Cybulski, Vice Commander, New York County
American Legion; Mrs. Margaret Walsh, Past Commander, and Miss Shirley Safir, also Past Commander, of The Jane A. Delano Post left
'
to right, were in charge of entertaining the students these two days. They stayed at International House while in New York.

Wonderful Example Of forming International Friendship And A Fine letter
Above, at left, is a wonderful demonstration, in a very natural
way, of representatives of three continents coming together as
close friends. The twins from Venezuela took home with them
for the summer's vacation two of their warmest friends in the
International House Program: Odile Sawicka of France and
"Steve" Sirisinha of Thailand. Odile and Steve knew very little
Spanish but they were not bothered by this; they spent a
wonderful time together.
At right, above, is seen a fine team who always gave their
best to the piomotion of the International House Program.
Jacques Corman (right) of Belgium, after graduating from here,
has been in the military service of his country and plans to

study architecture. Genevieve Jeannerat of France, vivacious
young person who accompanied some explorers on an expedition in the mountains of Peru after leaving here, is now a
specialist for the Asiatic and Pacific Airlines and travels constantly to all parts of the world. Ernst Schwarz of Switzerland
(left) is gifted as an artist, musician and writer, and initiated
our news bulletin, The International Voice. His energy and
intense effort inspired and challenged. Shortly before the end
of school, this team of three were invited to appear on program
for the United Council of Church Women, in the Independent
Presbyterian Church in Birmingham, at a tea to raise money
for ecumenical scholarships for students of other countries. Part
of a letter from Ernst, after returning to Switzerland, follows:

"You ask for more details about my work. Well, to define my occupation, I would perhaps say
that I am trying to influence the Swiss worker movenient in such way that its tendencies might
be guided more by the Christian than by a socialist philosophy . . . During my year's work I
have succeeded to enter in contact with the Ecumenical Institute of the Ecumenical World Council
of Churches in Bossey (near Geneva)·.

Martha's And E. R.'s Arrival In Paris The Occasion Of A Happy Reunion
. Martha Elton (Maddox), member of the International House Program tor three years, later received the Master's degree at the University
of Georgia where ·she had an Assistantship in French and Spanish. She was then awarded a Fulbright scholarship to spend a year studying
and traveling in France and other European countries. Martha had just gotten married to E. R. Maddox who went with her. The picture of
Martha, at extreme right, was taken near "La Maison· Carree" in Nimes, France. Center picture shows Martha and E. R., on a sled in
Switzerland, with Ernst Schwarz and his wife, Dolly. And, at left, in the famous gardens of the Palace of Versailles, are Martha of Alabama,
Jacques Corman of Belgium, Genevieve Jeannerat of France, and Dolly and Ernst of Switzerland. Others present for the reunion, but not in
the picture, were Monique Gaillotte (Wallace) of Nancy, France, and Odile Sawicka of Paris. Part of a letter from Jacques Corman about
the reunion follows:
"It was Martha's and E. R.'s arrival that decided everything.
Two weeks before, I received a card from Genevieve who told
me that Ernst was planning to come with his wife. So this
was a good reason for me to try to get there in time. Well, to
cut a long story short, we were together two full days. We ate
in a little restaurant pas bien cher, on the Left Bank, where
the waiter was Swiss (un Vaudois from Lausanne). Ile always
managed for us to have our large table so that we could be

together as at the International House. Really, on such
occasions we can see the effect of the International House Program that influences our way of thinking even after we have
left the 'House'. We talked a lot and I was surprised to see
how easily we agreed. That meeting gave us a chance to share
together a lot of i11emories. Well, let's hope that some day,
we'll h~ve our reunion at Jacksonville so that you'll be able to
enjoy with us what we enjoyed there."

1
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Martha, who now has an Assistantship at the Florida
State University in languages, is working for the Ph.D.

"I can't believe that it will soon be two years ~incc we were in Birmingham together. \Vhat a
wonderful time it was! I shall never forget all the trips we made together in order to get the idea
of the International House Program across to the people . . . It is really hard for Europeans,
who have never been to the States, to understand and judge U. S. policies.
"All we know, in gePeral, is what happens in \Vashington; about the average American we
know practically nothing. You can hardly imagine how important it has been for me, many times,
to have had the experience of being in the United States. If only more young Europeans could
have the same opportunity! I realize that the fruits of your efforts are not always immediate; the
positive results become real only when the students have returned to their own country. I dare say
that they (these former members of the Program) may help . . . more than all your country's
generous efforts in the field of international diplomacy."

ANOTHER FIRST of the
International House Program
was the election of Katie
Goulielmi, from Corfu, Greece,
to "HOMECOMING QUEEN"
1955-1956.
STILL ANOTHER FIRST, in the International House Program, was Mildred Fernandez (below), of Cuba, who was elected "MISS
JACKSONVILLE 1954-1955".
Mildred, during her four years here, was one
of the most beloved students on the campus.

Below, left to right, prepared to receive their diploma after
four years at Jacksonville State College, are: Rolanda Goetze,
Venezuela; Benjamin Nodal, Cuba; and Virginia Voss, Alabama.
Indeed a wonderful group of young people! Benjamin, who
was one of the most popular students on the campus, was
elected Treasurer of the Student Government Association his
junior year.
Virginia Voss is spending the 1956 summer and fall traveling
in Europe and studying at the University of Grenoble. She is
going to Morocco the last of August to be in Nicole Noel's
wedding. She will teach French at the Heflin High School.

Tom

Tommy

C. L.

. Abo':'e, left t? r(ght: Torn_ Wheatley, in International House Program 1951-1953, is working for the Ph.D. degree at Columbia University,_ with a_ ma1or m Dramatics. He_ expect~ to do some professional work in dramatics this fall. We of the International House Program
family are mdebted to Tom for our impressive emblem seen on the front cover page of this bulletin with our motto "Know one another
and Y?U will love oi:e another" .. Next is Tommy.Watson, member of ~he ~rogram for _three years, ~ho has spent a year in France on a
Fulbnght scholarship, ha~ r~ceived. ~he Masters d~gre~ at the Umv~rsi~y of Washmgton where he held a teaching fellowship in languages, and now has a similar position at the Umversity of Califorma, m Berkeley, where he expects to receive the Ph.D. in 1957-1958.
C. L. Simpson, next, was a member of the Program for four years, was awarded a scholarship by the Program to spend the academic year 1949-1950 at the University of Paris, has.
been working for the Ph.D. at the University of California, at Los Angeles, where he has had
a teaching fellowship in French. C. L. is leaving in September of 1956 for France, on a
Fulbright scholarship, where he will spend most of his time, in the National Library doing
'
research on Henri Monnier "for a possible thesis".
Last, at right, William B. Jones, member of Program four years; has Master's degree, with
a major in Mathematics and a minor in Physics, from Vanderbilt University where he has a
teaching fellowship and is working for the Ph.D.; was employed summer 1956 by the U. S.
Bureau ot Standards, Boulder, Col_orado, for research in the field of Physics; was married
on August 27 to Martha Hadley, of Denver, whom he met at Vanderbilt.

---4
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At right, Yvonne Goetze, one of our Venezuelan twins, married to Dan Traylor, member
ot the Program for three years, who has just recently received the Master's degree at
the University of Alabama where he had a teaching fellowship in French.

Yvonne and Dan
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At right, invitation to wedding of Arianc Weber of
Switzerland, member of the Program (1949-1950). You
will notice that the invitation carries the name of the
prospective bridegroom's parent as well as the parents
of the bride. Ariane and her husband, Jean Decker, are
now making their home in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
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Below, at left, Elene Sparks (1946-1949) and Clarence
Chastain (1946-1948), of Alabama, met in the Program,
were married in International House December 28, 1950,
and now live in Colorado where Clarence is Principal
of the Rangely Public Schools. Clarence plans to have
French taught at the elementary level. Wonderful! And
his wife is equipped to make a great success of teaching
it, should she care to do it.
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In picture, at right, are their three splendid children:
Alan, Don, and Carol.
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right, Cesar Heal of Mexico, in the Program 1952-1953,
one of our friendliest and most energetic young members, now studying to be a doctor and preparing to devote
himself to helping his follow Mexicans. Cesar is one of our
most loyal International House Program family members, and
he and his kind mother always offer a warm welcome to our
other members when in Mexico.
At left, top, is picture of Hanna Meisels, DP student from
Poland, when she was here in 1951-1952. The other picture
of Hanna is a recent one taken in Los Angeles where Hanna
has an Assistantship in Physics at the University of Southern
California. Hanna was married to a fellow student this
summer, whose surname is Rosen. Both are working for the
Ph.D. in Phys;cs. Hanna is now applying for American citizenship; she is rhe kind of young person we would like to have
as an Ameriean citizen. Shortly before Hanna went to California, she made a trip to Israel and, upon her return, wrote
to us as follows:
"I returned from Israel only recently. It is a pity that I was
not in New York to meet the two new girls . . . This
summer I had a chance to apply many things that I learned in
the International House. Among them was the idea to accept
young people of different nationalities in a natural and matterot-fact way and to be interested in their background. At one
time I shared my hotel room with two girls from Persia and
it was a wonderful experience! And then my French came in
quite handy. It made me feel less of a• tourist."

Below, leit, Claire Ryckmans, of Belgium, shown with her husband, Daniel Amory, and
father, Dr. Ryckmans, Belgian Representative to the Trusteeship Council of the United
Nations. Claire and her husband now live in the Belgian Congo where Daniel is employed
by the Belgian Government and Claire is trying to help improve social conditions in that
country. Next is a Christmas card which we are sure Claire made, because it is so characteristic ot this gifted young person. What is seen here is, on the front, a "Manger" scene,
symbolic ot "World Brotherhood", and, on inside the folder, a map of the Belgian Congo with
greetings trom Elizabethville, their town. The earn i~ in color.

Above, Elaine Amyot (1952-1953),
now Mrs. Andy Anderson, of Petrolia
(Ontario) Canada, with her attractive
little daughter, Heather.
Elaine taught before corning to
Jacksonville, and we understand she
might teach again. Elaine made a fine
contribution to the Program.

At left, Regula Schlatter of Zurich, Switzerland, member of
the 1952-1953 International House Program, shown with her
husband, Heinz Meier, and her little daughter, Barb'ara Anne.
Regula and her little family have spent this past year in
Atlanta, Georgia, where Heinz has been teaching and studying
at Emory University. Regula has a sister who is married to
Mr. Jack Etheridge, a young attorney, in Atlanta. Her father
is a Presbyterian minister in Zurich. She and her family plan
to return to Switzerland after another year or so in this country.

At left, Mr. Reese Cleghorn, reporter, and Mr. Horace Cort, photographer, from the Associated Press
Bureau in Atlanta, for the day at
International House to get a story
about the Program to be released to
~he newspapers throughout the nation.
They are explainmg their plans to
Katie Goulielmi of Greece, Benjamin
Nodal of Cuba, and Virginia Voss of
Alabama. The story appeared in The
New York Herald Tribune and in other
papers throughout the country. Below
is a photograph of part of a page of
The Houston (Texas) Post.

Above, Denise Devaucher,
(1947-1948), with her young
son, Francis, and her husband,
Bertrand de Tapol who is head
of the marketing service of the
British Petroleum Society of
Tunisia. Denise has the Master's degree from the University
of Algeria.
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Below, at right, Jack Street (member of Program 1948-1950) and his fine little family, Sonia and Steve.

After graduating from here, Jack had an interview, in. Fre_nch, with the
Chairman of the Department of Romance Languages, at the Umvers1ty of Alabama,
who was so impressed that he gave Jack a teaching fellowship in French. After
receiving the M.A. there, Jack went into the U. S. Navy as Communications
Officer and was stationed in Italy. This past year Jack was at the University of
North Carolina where he had an Assistantship in French and worked for the Ph.D.
Jack has received a similar offer at the State University of Iowa and is transferring there in September, 1956, to continue his work for the Ph.D. Jack wrote
just recently as follows:
"Congratulations on your program for expansion of the International Program!
I hope you have great success with it. Personally speaking, I have n_ever
received more valuable training than I did while a member of the International
House Program. I hope the Program will continue to receive the attention and
praise it deserves".

vi'~
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People Of Alabama Working For
World Brotherhood And Peace,
Through Understandin g
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International House, a modest but attractive eleven
room building, beautifully furnished, was ma~le po~sible by contributions from friends who believe. m
the work done here as an effective means of creat~ng
world brotherhood, in the interest of an enduring
peace, through understanding.
.
At right, is the first group, Amencans and t_hose
from abroad ( 1948-1949), to occupy l~ternat10nal
House. This was the beginning of the third year of
the Program which was organized in 1946. Next, at
right, are the members of this group from other
countries.
Below, ~Ir. Drew Pearson, well-known newspaper
columnist radio and television commentator, and promotor of the Friendship Train to Europe, with five of
our International Students in the Living Room at International House. He was guest speaker at a banquet
honoring the contributors to International House.

Above is small photograph of
a place card used at the banquet in honor of the contributors. The dedication took place
on April 29, 1949.

Editorial: The Birmingham News, Monday, May

2, 1949:

Editorial: The Gadsden Times, Tuesday, April

26, 1949:

"Thoughts of a great number of people will be
directed this week to important factors in promotion
of international good will. Lest we be inclined to
pass lightly over such efforts it should be remembered
that when the nations of the world come ta a basis of
real accord it will be because there is sfrong public
sentiment behind it . . .
"Instead of" ( International House) "being merely
a building to house ·students from abroad it has been
developed into a place where the speech and customs
of other nations are . . . used, thus helping promote
understanding. That it was made possible by gifts
from many citizens of this State is testimony to the
growing acceptance of opportunity and responsibility
of individual Americans in aiding the cause of international good will."
At left, scene of the banquet for which there were present
some three hundred persons, including the contributors and
members of their respective families, other friends, and members of the Press. The attractive "Statue of Liberty" seen back
of the Speaker's Table was made by Mary Elton and C. L.
Simpson, members of the International House Program.
Below attractive picture of Mr. Drew Pearson and Colonel
H. M. Ayers served coffee by our gracious dietitian, Miss Ada
Bounds, now wife of our Dean, Dr. Theron E. Montgomery.

Elene Sparks, Gadsden, Alabama and C.
L. Simpson, Anniston, are congratulated by
Mr. Drew Pearson on being awarded scholarships to spend a year of study and travel
in Europe. The generous donors of Elene's
scholar~mp were Mr. and Mrs. Henry E.
Miller of Jacksonville shown in the picture.
The other scholarship was given by a group
of business men in Alabama.
These young people took full advantage
of their opportunity to spend a year abroad,
and they were warmly received by former
members and friends of the International
House Program family.
For further information about Elene and
C. L., see pages 20 and 19 respectively.
The first recipient of a scholarship to
study in France was Margaret Ann Swann
of Roanoke, Alabama. (See page 27).

Below, a conference held, at the Speaker's Table, by Mr.
Sidney H. Scheuer and Dr. Houston Cole, with Mr. Pearson
looking on. Mr. Scheuer, a New York City business man and
contributor to International House, who was Executive Secretary of the Foreign Economic Administration with Mr. Paul
G. Hoffman, Chairman, gave the main address that afternoon
at the dedication of International House.

"At the State Teachers College at Jacksonville, Alabama, last Friday there was a deeply impressive
manifestation of people really doing things for international understanding and peace.
"An International House was dedicated. It was
made possible by the contributions and the efforts of
many citizens. In it work will steadfastly go forward
that our people and other peoples may know each
other better. Foreign exchange students at the college will use the house as a center of their activities.
The study of foreign languages will be promoted.
This will be a place in which many concrete things
can and will be done to help bring the nations more
closely together in confidence and cooperation.
"Moreover, from the college will go forth young
Americans to study in other lands and have a part
abroad-and afterwards at home again-in the same
high cause. Citizen contributions also make possible
this phase of an extraordinary and heartening program.

"Drew Pearson, speaker at the dedication ceremonies, paid glowing tribute to this remarkable,
fundamentally constructive enterprise.
"What could not be done to upbuilding of world
peace and progress if such efforts were sufficiently
multiplied-in our country and others?
"Here in Alabama we can take pride and hope in
this inspiring ex'ample. All who are having a part
in the· undertaking are due warm commendation and
gratitude.
"The Jacksonville program is a great contribution
and a powerful stimulus to the major human quest
of this age, a quest in which each of us has his own
direct responsibility."

At right, r-.fr. H.ene de Messieres, Cultural Counselor to the
French Embassy in Washington, talking with Dr. Houston Cole,
President of the College, in the French Dining Room after lunch
with the International students. Upon his return to New York,
Mr. de r-.Iessieres wrote:
"Such a center, where young people from different countries
work and live with American students is not only useful in the
teaching of languages, but certainly has inestimable value_ in the
promotion of understanding among the youth of these different
countries.'
Below the 1952-1953 International House Program group. Below, at
right, members of the 1950-1951 International House Program.
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SPECIAL FRENCH PROGRAl\I was the name of this organization prior
to building International House, because we had here from abroad ?nly
native French students. At right is the 1947-1948 group of Arnencan
and French members of the Program who occupied the white frame
building, above, at right, which was the remains of a residence built
by a Northern General, soon after the War between the States, on_ ~hat
is now our college campus. Although it was a very modest bmldmg,
the students spent a successful and happy year here.
The first two years the director met the students in New York.
Above, left to right, is a scene of a visit at Mount Vernon; next a
picture of the group at the National Capitol made by an accommodatin_g policeman; and the third picture was taken en route to Jacksonville.

Above, left, a banquet scene on the occasion of the annual convention of The Alabama Chapter of The American Association of Teachers
of French, at which Ambassador Bonnet was guest speaker. At right, above, view of the Speaker's Table, with Ambassador Bonnet delivering his address.
Below, French folk songs and dances given at the banquet by native French students in honor of their distinguished representatives in
Washington, Ambassador _and Madame Bonnet.

At left, celebrating birthday of Denise Devaucher of
Paris, 1947-1948 in "La
Maison Francaise."
At right, the French students and
director of the Program; Col. H. M.
Ayers; and Mr. Austin Johnson, Mayor
of Piedmont, meet Ambassador and
Madame Bonnet and Mr. Oliver J.
Caldwell on their arrival by train in
Piedmont.

Host To Alabama Chapter of AATF:
Ambassador Bonnet, Speaker
To make known our work, we were hosts to The Alabama Chapter of The
American Association of Teachers of French, October SO-November 1, 1947. His
Excellency Henri Bonnet, French Ambassador in Washington, accompanied by his
charming wife, both such gracious people, was banquet speaker and was introduced
by our U. S. Senator John Sparkman.
Some three hundred guests included: our International students; teachers and
students of French from throughout Alabama; some of our leading educators and
other professional and industrial leaders of the state; certain distinguished professors
of French of other states and some officers of The American Association of Teachers
of French; representative of the U. S. Department of State, Oliver J. Caldwell, Acting
Chief of the Division of International Exchange of Persons; et al.
At right, Elene Sparks and Clarence Chastain, members of the Program, assigned to take charge of guests; Dr. H. M. Acton, Chairman of Department of Romance Languages at Howard College, and President of Alabama Chapter of AATF;
Mr. Ernest Stone, Superintendent of the Jacksonville City Schools; and Charles Motley,
President of the Special French Program.
Below, at right, Dr. Houston Cole talking· with Ambassador and Madame Bonnet
at tea given at his residence. And, below, a banquet scene.

At ri ght, small photograph of place
card used at banquet. It is decorated
with a rooster (coq gaulois), the emblem of Gaul, with French tri-color.
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AMBASSADOR BONNET wrote us, after his visit here,
as follows:
"I want to tell you once more how much my wife
and I have appreciated the wonderful work you are
doing for the furtherance of Franco-American friendship. We are full of admiration for your way of
inspiring enthusiasm for French culture among students and for the wonderful result you have obtained
through devoted work and efficiency."
AT THE REQUEST of Dr. Jacques Fermaud, Professor
of French at the University of Minnesota, and President of The American Association of Teachers of
French, and of Miss Helene Harvitt, Editor-in-Chief of
THE FRENCH REVIEW, the official magazine of the Association, Mrs. R. K. Coffee, Head of the News Bureau
of the College and friend and loyal supporter of our
work here, wrote a detailed account of the convention
which appeared in the January 1948 edition of THE
FRENCH REVIEW, the cover page of which is seen at
left.

f l t left, Eui Sook Cho, a wonderful young ambassador
I of good will for Korea in 1955-1956 Program,
sponsored by Mr. and Mrs. J, L. Couch and The Women
of The Gadsden First Presbyterian Church. Through
the efforts of the Gadsden Pilot Club, Eui Sook will do
graduate work at Peabody College on a scholarship
awarded by PILOT INTERNATIONAL.
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At right, Margaret Swann (1946-1948), with her husband, H. V. Smith, Jr., Professor of Math at Southern
Technical Institute, and their little daughter, Peggy Lyn,
of Atlanta. Margaret was the first American student to
receive a scholarship to study and travel in Europe. The
scholarship was awarded by the Anniston Rotary Club.
Margaret is teacher of French at the Henry Grady High
School of Atlanta.

?:en Vears Apo -

Mlle Andre'

At right, Odette Michel, outstanding young member of the 1946-1947 Special French
Program, now Madame Jean-Pierre Couture, with her husband, an Interior Decorator in
Nancy, France, and her two attractive children Bertrand and Sophie. After a year here,
Odile taught for one year at Kemper Hall, select school for girls, at Kenosha, Wisconsin. She
has the Master's degree at the Sorbonne.

1946

The Head of the Department of Foreign
Languages at Jacksonville State Teachers College submitted to Dr. Houston Cole, President
of the College, proposed plans for a "Special
French Program" which later was to become
the International House Program. Dr. Cole approved the plans and has since given the project
his full support.
The Head of the Language Department had already been in correspondence with a family friend,
Mademoiselle Marcelle Andre of Paris, able teacher
of English in the French schools and loyal supporter
of this undertaking, who selected all the students, in
France, for the Program the first three years. Mademoiselle Andre also has been very kind to our American students while in France and continues to keep
in contact with them.
Above, at left, is the first group of students selected
by Mademoiselle Andre (1946-1947). They are, left to
right, Odette Michel, now Madame Jean-Pierre Couture
(see page 27); Simonne Repussard, married to Femand
Marty, second from right, and has two children.

Marty is professor of French and Director of Language
Laboratory at Middlebury College, Middlebury, Vermont. Next, is Robert Humbert, of Paris. And, at right,
is Madame Andre Alverhne who is now very active in
the literary and educational circles of Paris.
Atop, at right, is the first group of American students
with their new French friends (1946-1947). As we had
no available building for the Special French Program,
we were given two larg" classrooms in Bibb Graves Hall,
one room for the "French Kitchen" and the other,
"French Dining Room". Above is a picture in the
French Dining Room.
This was soon after the Second World War and kitchen
and dining room equipment was hard to find, and there
was no regular Trans-Atlantic passenger service. Mr.
Mendes-France, member of the French Chamber of
Deputies and Director of the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development, who later became Premier of France, made it possible for our students to have
passage in an old French tramport (below), the Oregon.

In the ten years of the International House Program we have had here
outstanding young people, Americans and from abroad, representing twenty-two
countries and five continents, some of whom are following their chosen profession
or business and have their own family and home, others of whom are continuing
their education in some of the great universities throughout the world, and all
of whom can be depended upon to reflect credit upon the International House
Program, Jacksonville State Teachers College, and their own respective countries.
We hear from almost all of our International House Program family at least
once a year, certainly at Christmas. They are thoughtful about sending us
wedding announcements, announcements of the birth of their children, and
keeping us informed of matters of special interest and importance.

---~----~----·-- ---~----~----~- ---~----..1
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At left, letter from
Mr. Mendes-France.
At right, The Oregon
in background, and four
of the five French students.
Next, below, the students in the Customs
House in New York.
At bottom, scene en
route by automobile to
Jacksonville.

Mrs. Lord had breakfast with us
in International House on October 8,
1953.
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At left, Randi Furseth, splendid young member of
1954-1955 Program from Norway, and Opal Lovett,
Instructor in Audio-Visual Education at the College.
Randi is preparing to be a dentist and would like
to work for UNESCO. Opal, whose wife also is named
Opal and was member of 1946-1947 Program, has taken
most of the pictures in this bulletin.

Plans '!or Proposed /vew 1!11ildinp '!or Jnternational Jlo11se Program

At right, our President, Dr. Cole, with Madame
Arnould, guest speaker of our French Club, and Mary
Helen Rollins, now Mrs. W. 0. Bell, Jr., the last President of our French Club prior to organizing the Special
French Program in September 1946. Madame Arnould,
Art Critic and lecturer, was in this country under the
auspices of the French Cultural Relations Bureau.

The International Endowment foundation And The International House
Program Look To The future With faith And Confidence

The International House Program has had the confidence, interest, and support of many people during
the past ten years. But it could not have been possible
without the help of our president, Dr. Houston Cole,
who has given his full cooperation and encouragement
from the very beginning in 1946. As far as we have
been able to ascertain, Dr. Cole is the only college
president who has· given so generously to make such
a project possible and to permit it to become an
integral part of the College.
At the convention referred to on page 24, the Chairman of the Department of Romance Languages of a
great midwestern university, a linguist of International
note, and Editor of The fodern Language Journal at
that time, expressed surprise to find such a program
on our campus and asked: "How have you been able
to do this? It would not be possible in our institution."

Much already has been achieved in preparing and
training young people for leadership. Plans are under
way to broaden the scope of the Program. While
there is to be no change in the present plan of bringing here young people from countries throughout the
world, more emphasis 1s to be placed on our relations
with the Latin American Countries.
It is hoped that the International House Program,
as it expands its field of activities in the struggle for
peace, will be a challenge for ever increasing interest
and support in its work of building for world brotherhood and developing good leadership.
At the last meeting of the Trustees of the International Endowment Foundation, a resolution was
passed to raise funds for the construction of a larger
and more adequate building. The plans for the building, at right, were contributed by the architect.
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Above, 1956-1957 group, representing 15 countries and 5
continents, at tea celebrating Tenth Anniversary of International House Program.
Below, Mrs. Edwin D. King and Mrs. W. S. Pollock (right),
Trustees, and Mrs. Mary S. Lowrey (center), committee for
the tea, with Mexican and Belgian students.
At right, above, Mrs. Ernest Stone and Mrs. W. M. Beck,
representing The Alabama Federation of Women's Clubs and
the Trustees, and Col. H. M. Ayers and Mr. Ralph Porch,
representing the Trustees and District 238 of Rotary, presenting English and Moroccan students for scholarships in Program.
Mr. Rudy A. Kemp (right) is Chairman of the Trustees of the
Foundation.

Quotations from Speech by Helen Smith, Student
Co-Chairman of 1956-57 International House Program
"With the firm conviction that the answer to the problems of
the world are to be found in a way of life based on faith in One
God, the Father, and with a vision of the necessity of preparing
young people to lead the world in that direction, International
House Program is laking concrete action . . . putting theory into
practice. . . .
"In spite of the fact that our radically different backgrounds,
ways of living, and thinking give rise to many conflicts among us
• .. we make the things we do have in common bind us together in
spite of all differences that we may better promote our cause . . . .
These goals will be reached only in so far as we are able to achieve
unity and cooperation based on confidence in each other . . . .
International House Program was founded on the belief that this
can be brought about through, and only through, a common faith in
God which serves to bring all men together on a common ground,
regardless of race or creed. This faith in God means faith in
Love, for God is· Love. And when we understand this, we understand the meaning of our motto: 'Know one another and you will
love one another'."
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